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Abstract
Large language models (LLMs) have shown
remarkable capabilities in many languages be-
yond English. Yet, LLMs require more infer-
ence steps when generating non-English text
due to their reliance on English-centric tok-
enizers, vocabulary, and pre-training data, re-
sulting in higher usage costs to non-English
speakers. Vocabulary expansion with target
language tokens is a widely used cross-lingual
vocabulary adaptation approach to remedy this
issue. Despite its effectiveness in inference
speedup, the majority of previous work has fo-
cused on high-resource settings assuming ac-
cess to a substantial amount of target language
data to effectively initialize the embeddings of
the new tokens and adapt the LLM to the target
language. However, vocabulary expansion for
LLMs in low-resource settings (i.e. languages
and compute) has yet to be explored. In this
paper, we investigate sample-efficient adapta-
tion strategies from different angles, including
target vocabulary size and initialization meth-
ods, and the amount of target data available for
adaptation. Extensive experiments across ty-
pologically diverse languages, tasks and mod-
els show that simpler heuristic-based embed-
ding initialization is more efficient and robust
to changes in target vocabulary size and adap-
tation data in low-resource settings, outper-
forming a popular random initialization and
a more sophisticated state-of-the-art approach
that relies on external data and model.1

1 Introduction

Large language models (LLMs) have strong gen-
eralization capabilities both in English and many
other languages (OpenAI, 2023; Touvron et al.,
2023; Jiang et al., 2023; Groeneveld et al., 2024).
Yet, processing non-English texts with LLMs is
challenging; they tend to require more inference
steps due to the reliance on English-centric tok-
enizers and vocabulary, resulting in higher utility

1Our code is available on GitHub.

costs for non-English speakers (Ahia et al., 2023;
Petrov et al., 2023).

Cross-lingual vocabulary adaptation (CVA) via
subword embedding expansion has been proposed
for adapting LLMs to specific target languages.
Vocabulary expansion approaches extend the vo-
cabulary of a source model with tokens from a tar-
get language, followed by continual pre-training
on target language data. A wide range of language-
specific LLMs derived from an English-centric
LLM such as LLaMA2 (Touvron et al., 2023) have
been made available following this method, includ-
ing Chinese (Cui et al., 2023), Tamil (Balachan-
dran, 2023), Portuguese (Larcher et al., 2023), and
Japanese (Fujii et al., 2024), inter alia. How-
ever, vocabulary expansion often assumes access
to a substantial amount of target language data for
adaptation. For example, Chinese and Tamil LLa-
MAs make use of 20 and 12GB of target language
text, respectively (Cui et al., 2023; Balachandran,
2023). However, this is not always available
for the majority of low-resource languages, while
adaptation is computationally prohibitive with lim-
ited access to compute.

In this paper, we present the first systematic
study of vocabulary expansion-based adaptation of
generative LLMs in low-resource settings. We ex-
plore sample-efficient adaptation strategies from
diverse perspectives, including target vocabulary
size and initialization methods, and the amount
of target data available for adaptation. We con-
duct experiments on seven typologically diverse
languages (i.e. Arabic, German, Greek, Hindi,
Japanese, Swahili, and Thai) and three tasks, in-
cluding text classification, summarization, and
span prediction, in low-resource (∼30K sentences;
up to 7.8MB) settings using two English-centric
LLMs. Our contributions are as follows:

• We show that models adapted with simpler
heuristics-based embedding initialization ob-

https://github.com/gucci-j/lowres-cva


tain comparable or better performance in low-
resource scenarios than random initialization
and a state-of-the-art method that relies on
auxiliary representation in up to 90.5% of the
cases.

• We demonstrate the robustness of the
heuristics-based initialization with respect to
the changes in the size of new vocabulary,
the amount of target language data, and the
source model (§6).

• We provide specific design recommendations
for sample-efficient language-specific adapta-
tion of English-centric LLMs (§6 and §7).

2 Related Work

Tokenization. Subword tokenization is the stan-
dard approach used in LLMs (OpenAI, 2023; Tou-
vron et al., 2023; Jiang et al., 2023; Groeneveld
et al., 2024), including methods such as Word-
Piece (Schuster and Nakajima, 2012), Byte Pair
Encoding - BPE (Sennrich et al., 2016), and Uni-
gram (Kudo, 2018).

Text Overfragmentation. LLMs tend to over-
fragment text in underrepresented languages with
different scripts (Rust et al., 2021; Muller et al.,
2021). Overfragmentation has significant implica-
tions in a wide range of aspects for non-English
speakers, including higher API costs (Ahia et al.,
2023; Petrov et al., 2023), slower inference (Hof-
mann et al., 2022; Sun et al., 2023; Petrov
et al., 2023), and lower downstream perfor-
mance (Bostrom and Durrett, 2020; Rust et al.,
2021; Gow-Smith et al., 2022; Toraman et al.,
2023; Fujii et al., 2023).

Cross-lingual Vocabulary Adaptation. To
overcome the above challenges, CVA methods
have been proposed for adapting base LLMs
such as LLaMA2 to specific target languages
by incorporating new tokens into the source
vocabulary - i.e. vocabulary expansion (Chau
et al., 2020; Cui et al., 2023; Balachandran,
2023; Larcher et al., 2023; Fujii et al., 2024;
Liu et al., 2024), replacing the entire source
vocabulary with a new one from the target - i.e.
vocabulary replacement (Minixhofer et al., 2022;
Dobler and de Melo, 2023; Ostendorff and Rehm,
2023; Downey et al., 2023; Yamaguchi et al.,
2024), or extending only the language modeling

head (Hong et al., 2024). These methods are typi-
cally followed by continual pre-training on target
language data — often called language adaptive
pre-training (LAPT) (Chau et al., 2020). CVA can
reportedly improve downstream performance or
inference speed (Cui et al., 2023; Balachandran,
2023; Fujii et al., 2024; Yamaguchi et al., 2024).

Vocabulary expansion is widely used for devel-
oping language-specific generative LLMs from a
source model, e.g. Chinese LLaMA (Cui et al.,
2023), Tamil LLaMA (Balachandran, 2023), and
Swallow (Fujii et al., 2024). This line of work
assumes access to a substantial amount of target
language data, e.g. 312.1B characters ∼ 291GB
of Japanese text used by Fujii et al. (2024), and
computing resources for LAPT. This might not be
feasible in low-resource settings with limited tar-
get language data or compute. Our work is the
first to investigate the effectiveness of vocabulary
expansion in low-resource settings.

3 Methodology

3.1 Problem Setting

Let Ms be a source pre-trained LLM with Ts
and Vs its corresponding tokenizer and vocabulary.
The aim is to learn a modelMt with the same ar-
chitecture as Ms for a target language that sup-
ports an additional target vocabulary Vnew given a
target tokenizer Tt, whose vocabulary Vt is com-
posed of Vs ∪ Vnew.

First, a target language-specific auxiliary tok-
enizer Taux is trained on target language dataD. Tt
is then derived from Ts and Taux along with their
corresponding vocabularies Vs and Vaux by incor-
porating top k frequent tokens (i.e. Vnew) that are
in Vaux\(Vs ∩ Vaux) into Vs, resulting in Vt. Subse-
quently,Mt is initialized with the weights ofMs.
Its input embedding and output layer matrices are
then expanded such that the former is of dimen-
sionality |Vt|×Ht and the latter Ht×|Vt|, where Ht
is the hidden dimensionality ofMt. The weights
of both matrices are not tied, and each new token
representation can be initialized by applying one
of the target vocabulary initialization methods in
§3.2 and §4.3. Finally,Mt is adapted to the target
language by training it on D using a causal lan-
guage modeling objective.

3.2 Target Vocabulary Initialization

The simplest way to initialize the weights of the
new target tokens is random initialization (Cui



et al., 2023; Balachandran, 2023; Larcher et al.,
2023). More sophisticated methods require aux-
iliary embeddings pre-trained in the target lan-
guage (Dobler and de Melo, 2023; Ostendorff and
Rehm, 2023) such as fastText (Bojanowski et al.,
2017) which might not be available or hard to
train in low-resource settings. Motivated by this,
we investigate a set of heuristics-based initializa-
tion methods for sample-efficient adaptation that
do not rely on any external data or model and can
be applied to any language.

Mean. Each newly added token in Vnew is initial-
ized such that its vector representation is the aver-
age of the corresponding source tokens obtained
by tokenizing it with Ts. Note that Koto et al.
(2021) and Gee et al. (2022) have followed a sim-
ilar initialization approach for vocabulary replace-
ment in domain adaptation compared to vocabu-
lary expansion of generative LLMs in our study.

Merge. We further propose using merge rules
from the target tokenizer Tt. Merge rules describe
how Tt can combine two subtokens into one, e.g.
(‘a’, ‘t’)→ ‘at’. Therefore, each new token in Vnew
can be decomposed into several existing subtokens
in Vs. Our intuition is that existing subtokens
should be semantically similar to the correspond-
ing new token to represent the same meaning when
combined. We first identify any merge rule in Tt
whose resulting token is in Vnew. Subsequently, we
generate a mapping from each new target token to
source subtokens using the identified merge rules.
Finally, for each new token, we compute the hier-
archical mean of the vector representations of the
associated source subtokens using the mapping in-
formation. Algorithm 1 in Appendix §A describes
the pseudo-code of this method.

Token Alignment (Align). To retain the same
meaning representation of an input sequence be-
fore and after vocabulary expansion, a new token
in Vnew must have a close vector representation
with its counterpart tokens in Vs. Token alignment
initialization leverages alignment information be-
tween tokens tokenized with Ts and Tt.

More specifically, for each sentence s ∈ D, we
first tokenize it using Ts and Tt. We then com-
pare the two tokenized versions and generate a list
of tuples with alignment indices for each new to-
ken in s (e.g. an index 32000 in Vt is mapped
to [(1234, 12345), (2345, 23456, 3456)] in Vs.).
Subsequently, we concatenate all lists of tuples

with alignment indices for D per each new to-
ken t ∈ Vnew while replacing all indices with
their corresponding tokens (e.g. (1234, 12345)→
(t1234, t12345)). For each t, we then construct a
unique list of its constituent tuples, i.e. Tt =
(t1, t2, t3, . . . ), and the corresponding frequency
list FTt = (ft1 , ft2 , ft3 , . . . ), on the basis of the
concatenated list in the previous step. Finally,
we compute the weighted mean of average tuple
vector representations for each t for initialization,
where weights are based on FTt . In other words,
we calculate

∑
t∈Tt

[
ft

1
|t|

∑
t′∈tEt′

]
for each t,

where Et′ is the vector representation (embedding
or LM head) of the subtoken t′ ∈ Vs.

4 Experimental Setup

4.1 Source Models

We use LLaMA2-7B (Touvron et al., 2023), an
English-centric model, with its Ts based on byte-
level BPE and |Vs| set to 32K in the experiments.
We also employ Mistral-7B (Jiang et al., 2023),
also an English-centric model which has the same
tokenization configuration using byte-level BPE
and |Vs| as LLaMA2-7B, for consistency in our
analysis. Note that Vs for Mistral-7B does not
match that for LLaMA2-7B.

4.2 Target Languages and Data

We experiment with a typologically diverse set
of seven languages with various scripts. This
includes German (Indo-European) and Swahili
(Niger–Congo) for the Latin script, and Ara-
bic (Afro–Asiatic), Greek (Indo-European), Hindi
(Indo-European), Japanese (Japonic), and Thai
(Kra–Dai) for non-Latin scripts. We select these
languages because of the availability of down-
stream task datasets with the same task formula-
tion across languages.2

For adapting models, we use the CC-100 (Con-
neau et al., 2020) language-specific subcorpus for
each language. To measure the impact of the size
of adaptation data D, we consider a low-resource
setting scenario, i.e. 215 ∼ 30K sentences that
we randomly sample from each language-specific
corpus. For reference, we also consider a high-
resource setting scenario, i.e. 220 ∼ 1M sentences
equal to approximately 250MB of data. Note that
our low-resource setup follows Yong et al. (2023),

2Note that data for the same task across languages does
not always match. Model performance is not directly compa-
rable between different languages.



where they use a similar number of 30K sentences
to adapt models in a low-resource language. We
later examine the effect of the size of D in §6.2.

4.3 Baselines
We compare data-efficient heuristic-based initial-
ization methods against the following baselines:

• Source. We use the source model Ms off-
the-shelf without any adaptation.

• LAPT. We continue pre-training the Source
on target language data by keeping the source
vocabulary Vs, i.e. no vocabulary expansion.

• Random. After vocabulary expansion, we
randomly initialize new tokens by sampling
from N (µ, σ2), where µ and σ are the
mean and standard deviation of token embed-
dings of Ms. This is common when adapt-
ing English-centric LLMs to a target lan-
guage (Cui et al., 2023; Balachandran, 2023;
Larcher et al., 2023).

• FOCUS. A state-of-the-art method for cross-
lingual transfer via vocabulary replace-
ment (Dobler and de Melo, 2023). We tok-
enizeD using Tt and subsequently train a fast-
Text model on it for each language. To use
FOCUS for vocabulary expansion, we apply
the same initialization procedure only for the
newly added tokens instead of re-initializing
the entire embeddings in the original method.

4.4 Tasks
We evaluate all methods across three types of
tasks per target language in a zero-shot setting:3

(1) textual entailment (NLI) including JNLI (Kuri-
hara et al., 2022) for Japanese and XNLI (Con-
neau et al., 2018) for the rest; (2) summarization
(SUM) including German MLSUM (Scialom et al.,
2020), GreekSUM (Evdaimon et al., 2023), and
XL-Sum (Hasan et al., 2021) for the rest; and (3)
span prediction (SPAN) using JSQuAD (Kurihara
et al., 2022) for Japanese, KenSwQuAD (Wanjawa
et al., 2023) for Swahili and XQuAD (Artetxe
et al., 2020) for the rest. Following Ahia et al.
(2023), we use 500 random samples.

4.5 Prompt Templates
We translate the English prompt templates pro-
vided by Ahia et al. (2023) for NLI and SUM with

3Few-shot results are also available in Appendix E.3.

a machine translation API, following Yong et al.
(2023). For SPAN, we formulate a task-specific
English prompt, followed by machine translation
for each language. Note that prompts for Arabic,
Greek, Hindi, Japanese, and Thai are further manu-
ally checked and corrected by native speakers. The
prompt templates can be found in Appendix B.

4.6 Evaluation Metrics

Inference Speedup. We calculate the average
number of prompt tokens per sample for each
dataset and tokenizer, and use its relative ratio to
the corresponding source tokenizer as a proxy for
inference speedup, following related work (Ahia
et al., 2023; Petrov et al., 2023).

Downstream Performance. For downstream
performance evaluation, we use standard metrics
for each dataset such as accuracy for NLI, ROUGE-
L (Lin, 2004) for SUM, and F1 for SPAN.

4.7 Implementation Details

We set |Vaux| to 50,000 across languages. We fol-
low Cui et al. (2023) in expand Vs. Initially, we
set k to 100 by default instead of k = |Vaux\(Vs ∩
Vaux)| to test vocabulary expansion under an ex-
tremely low-resource setting by only adding a very
small number of new tokens. We further investi-
gate the effect of varying k on downstream per-
formance and inference efficiency (§6.1). For
LAPT, we train each model for two epochs with
a batch size of 8, a maximum learning rate of
1e-4, and a sequence length of 2,048. For com-
putational efficiency, we use low-rank adaptation
(LoRA) (Hu et al., 2021) with LAPT, applied on
all linear layers (setting rank r = 8), following
(Yong et al., 2023; Cui et al., 2023; Balachandran,
2023; Larcher et al., 2023).4

5 Results

5.1 Inference Speedup

We first examine the effect of inference speedups
when adding just 100 new tokens to Ts. Figure
1 shows the average relative inference speedups
to the source LLaMA2 tokenizer across tasks and
language.5 We observe that non-Latin script lan-
guages, except for Japanese, show substantial av-
erage speedups of up to 55.3%. Japanese, on the
other hand, exhibits moderate average inference

4For more implementation details, refer to Appendix C.
5Results by task are available in Appendix E.1.



Arabic German Greek Hindi Japanese Swahili Thai Average
Afro–Asiatic Indo-European Indo-European Indo-European Japonic Niger–Congo Kra–Dai

Model NLI SUM SPAN NLI SUM SPAN NLI SUM SPAN NLI SUM SPAN NLI SUM SPAN NLI SUM SPAN NLI SUM SPAN NLI SUM SPAN

Source .30 15.7 .08 .37 22.4 .30 .30 23.8 .06 .31 36.7 .33 .17 23.9 .58 .34 24.7 .02 .36 20.6 .28 .31 24.0 .24
LAPT .30 14.2 .11 .30 17.0 .25 .33 23.0 .10 .31 36.5 .39 .22 24.7 .52 .33 26.4 .02 .34 20.7 .27 .30 23.2 .24
+ Random .32 10.2 .06 .34 18.5 .26 .34 19.6 .03 .32 34.4 .26 .15 24.3 .48 .32 25.3 .02 .35 18.3 .24 .31 21.5 .19
+ FOCUS .30 9.6 .08 .35 18.3 .25 .34 19.8 .09 .32 32.8 .18 .19 23.3 .44 .34 25.9 .05 .31 17.2 .21 .31 21.0 .19
+ Mean .30 13.9 .11 .38 18.9 .27 .34 19.7 .12 .32 36.1 .31 .19 24.6 .47 .34 25.5 .03 .33 19.9 .28 .31 22.7 .23
+ Merge .35 13.1 .10 .36 19.3 .27 .34 18.8 .11 .32 33.4 .27 .18 24.6 .46 .34 25.3 .03 .31 18.5 .28 .31 21.9 .22
+ Align .31 14.4 .12 .36 17.9 .26 .34 19.1 .12 .33 36.1 .31 .25 24.8 .46 .34 25.9 .05 .33 18.9 .27 .32 22.4 .23

Table 1: Zero-shot performance in low-resource settings (30K sentences) on 500 randomly selected test samples
for each dataset using LLaMA2-7B as source. The baselines without vocabulary expansion are in grey . Bold
indicates comparable or better results than Random. Underlined indicates comparable or better results than FOCUS.
Darker blue and red shades indicate higher positive and negative relative performance change over Source per
language and task, respectively.
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Figure 1: Average relative inference speedup ratio to
the LLaMA2 tokenizer across tasks for each language
when adding 100 new target tokens.

speedups of up to 9.6%. This is possibly due
to the inclusion of Japanese (0.1%) and Chinese6

data (0.13%) in the LLaMA2 training corpus (Tou-
vron et al., 2023). For a similar reason, German,
which accounts for the largest size among non-
English languages in the corpus (0.17%), shows
no speedups across tasks. Although Swahili is not
included in the training corpus, it does not seem
to benefit well from vocabulary expansion, possi-
bly due to its Latin script, which accounts for over
91% of the pre-training data.

5.2 Downstream Performance
We compare the downstream performance of the
heuristics-based vocabulary expansion methods
(§3.2) to the baselines, i.e. Source, LAPT, Ran-
dom, and FOCUS (§4.3) using LLaMA2-7B as the
source model. Table 1 shows the zero-shot per-
formance of all models with in-language prompt-
ing. Overall, we find that models adapted with
Mean and Align often show comparable or better
performance on average than the baselines with-
out vocabulary expansion in the majority of the
cases in low-resource settings. Specifically, Mean
is competitive or better than Source and LAPT in
12 and 11 out of 21 cases, respectively. Align is

6Japanese shares some scripts (i.e. kanji) with Chinese.

also equal to or better than Source and LAPT in
10 and 14 out of 21 cases, respectively. However,
Merge exhibits slightly lower performance against
Source and LAPT — 11 and 10 out of 21 cases
with at least 0.5 points worse average SUM perfor-
mance than Mean and Align. We speculate that
Merge might be less informative than Mean and
Align, as it does not rely on surface information
for initialization, resulting in lower performance in
low-resource settings. The two vocabulary expan-
sion baseline approaches, Random and FOCUS,
do not generally perform well in low-resource set-
tings. All the heuristics-based methods show com-
parable or better results than Random and FOCUS
in the majority of the cases, from 76.2% (Align
vs. Random) to 90.5% (Align vs. FOCUS) with
the maximum average performance difference of
1, 1.7, and 4 points in NLI, SUM, and SPAN, respec-
tively. Further, Random and FOCUS show on par
or better performance than Source and LAPT in
up to only 9 out of 21 cases (FOCUS vs. Source).
These results confirm our hypothesis (§3.2) that
state-of-the-art approaches to vocabulary adapta-
tion in addition to a popular random initialization
approach do not work well under low-resource set-
tings. The gap tends to narrow in high-resource
scenarios (see Table 7 in Appendix E.2).

Looking at the results by language and script,
we first observe that German and Japanese do not
benefit well from vocabulary expansion in low-
resource settings. We note a substantial drop in
performance of up to 4.5 and 12 points between
Source and the three heuristics-based methods in
German SUM and Japanese SPAN, respectively.
These results coincide with the negative effect of
language overlap in the LLaMA2 pre-training data
against inference speedups discussed in §5.1, sug-



gesting that training on a small amount ofD could
even harm the performance if a target language is
included in the pre-training data. Swahili, in con-
trast, exhibits similar or better performances with
adapted models than Source, though its speedup
is the second lowest among the seven target lan-
guages. Specifically, the models adapted with
Align and FOCUS show the largest performance
gain of three points in SPAN. This suggests that
even if a target language is a Latin script, we may
still achieve performance gains with vocabulary
expansion-based LLM adaptation unless the target
language is not included in the pre-training data
of a source model. This trend also seems to hold
in high-resource settings (Table 7). For non-Latin
script languages, except for Japanese, we gener-
ally observe comparable performance to Source in
NLI and SPAN. However, there are some excep-
tions, especially SUM for all four languages and
Hindi SPAN. We hypothesize that SUM might re-
quire more adaptation data to perform well than
NLI and SPAN as long text generation (max 128
generated tokens) with good coherency should be
more challenging than NLI (max one token) and
SPAN (max eight tokens). For Hindi SPAN, we find
that adapted models are more likely to generate
mismatched spans than LAPT, leading to lower F1
scores.7 We further analyze the effect of different
|D| in §6.2.

6 Analysis

This section sheds light on the key aspects of vo-
cabulary expansion-based LLM adaptation in low-
resource settings: (1) the size of Vnew; and (2)
the amount of D. We also verify the effective-
ness of the heuristics-based embedding initializa-
tion methods on a different English-centric LLM,
i.e. Mistral-7B. Due to computational resource
constraints, we use the two best-performing ap-
proaches (Mean and Align) in §5.2 as well as
Source, LAPT, and Random as the baselines in
our analysis. We also only experiment with three
languages with the largest speedups (§5.1): Greek,
Hindi, and Arabic.

6.1 Size of New Target Tokens

We examine the effect of different target vocabu-
lary sizes |Vnew| on task performance and infer-
ence speedups. We experiment with |Vnew| =
{50, 100, 500, 1K, 5K, 10K}. Note that previous

7We provide an analysis in Appendix E.4.
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Figure 2: Performance in zero-shot SPAN across differ-
ent numbers of new target tokens, including inference
speedup. Red and grey dotted lines denote the perfor-
mance of Source and LAPT, respectively.

studies set by default |Vnew| to over 10K, e.g.
17,953 for Chinese LLaMA and 11,176 for Swal-
low (Fujii et al., 2024). Figure 2 shows the per-
formance change in zero-shot SPAN with respect
to different number of target tokens along with the
corresponding inference speedups.8 NLI and SUM

results, in addition to those in high-resource set-
tings, are available in Appendix E.5.

Looking at the results by the amount of target
data D available, we see that the larger |Vnew|, the
worse the performance in low-resource settings
across initialization methods and languages, espe-
cially |Vnew| > 1K in all three languages. In partic-
ular, Random is less robust to changes than Mean
and Align. It results in a substantial drop in per-
formance even from |Vnew| = 50 to 100. We con-
clude that heuristics-based approaches are more
likely to be robust to the changes in |Vnew| in low-
resource settings. Using Random is consistently
suboptimal, regardless of |Vnew|.

Recommendation. Setting |Vnew| to around 100
to 500 can be a suitable threshold to maintain
competitive performance while benefiting from in-

8We focus on SPAN as we observe relatively large per-
formance variations between approaches across languages in
low-resource settings.
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Figure 3: Performance and inference speedup in zero-
shot SPAN across different numbers of training sen-
tences. Red dotted line denotes Source performance.

ference speedups. For instance, setting |Vnew| to
500 results in speedups of from 79.7% (Hindi) to
112.1% (Greek).9

6.2 Adaptation Samples
Although we have confirmed the effectiveness
of vocabulary expansion in low-resource set-
tings using heuristics-based approaches, it re-
mains unclear the amount of the target language
data D required to achieve comparable or bet-
ter performance than Source and LAPT. For
that purpose, we train models using |D| =
{210, 211, 212, . . . , 220}. Figure 3 shows the per-
formance and inference speedup changes in zero-
shot SPAN with respect to |D|. NLI and SUM re-
sults are in Appendix E.6.

We first observe that LAPT consistently ob-
tains similar or better performance than Source
regardless of |D| across languages. In contrast,
Mean and Align approach Source at |D| = 213

in Arabic and Greek, which is a quarter of |D| for
our low-resource settings. However, they require
twice the amount of D than Source (i.e. |D| =
214) for becoming comparable with LAPT. Both
heuristics-based methods show similar trends, but
Align demonstrates slightly faster improvement

9For longer text generation tasks like SUM, we recom-
mend setting smaller |Vnew| for each setting on the basis of
the results in Appendix E.5. For instance, |Vnew| = 100 can
be a suitable size to maintain competitive performance to the
baselines in low-resource settings.

than Mean at early stages between |D| = 211 and
213. Lastly, Random exhibits worse sample effi-
ciency than Mean and Align across languages as
observed in §5.2. It requires around eight times
more D than the two (i.e. 213 vs. 216) to surpass
the performance of Source in Arabic and Greek.

Next, we look at the results by language. Ara-
bic and Greek show similar trends to each other.
However, adapted models in Hindi struggle to out-
perform Source. They finally become competi-
tive with Source at around |D| = 216 – twice
the size of D for the low-resource settings. They
cannot outperform LAPT regardless of |D| due to
the larger number of mismatched spans generated
with them than LAPT (see Appendix E.4 for fur-
ther analysis).

Examining the effect of |D| on inference
speedup, we observe no large difference across dif-
ferent |D|. The largest difference of 0.74% is ob-
served in Hindi between |D| = 214 and 215. This
suggests that a training data of around 30K sen-
tences, i.e. our low-resource settings, can still en-
sure the efficacy of vocabulary expansion in terms
of inference speedups, especially for the majority
of non-Latin script languages, as observed in §5.1.

Recommendation. We need at least |D| = 214

to 215 to achieve competitive performance with
Source and LAPT when |Vnew| = 100. Given the
poor performance in Hindi, |D| = 216 can serve as
a safeguard option since all the approaches across
languages, including Random, exhibit comparable
performance with at least Source while benefiting
from speedups, unlike LAPT. For low-resource
scenarios, using Align might provide better perfor-
mance than Mean in SPAN.10

6.3 Experiments with other Source LLMs
Finally, we briefly investigate whether the mod-
els other than LLaMA2-7B adapted with the
heuristics-based methods show similar trends to
those observed in LLaMA2-7B. We use Mistral-
7B as source as a case study. Table 2 shows the
zero-shot performance in Mistral-7B.

We observe that adapted models are not com-
petitive with the baselines except for Greek SPAN

and Hindi NLI. This can be due to the fact that
Source (i.e. Mistral-7B) exhibits substantially bet-
ter downstream performance than LLaMA2-7B,

10For longer text generation like SUM, we suggest using
a bit more |D| like 217 and Mean for initialization to obtain
competitive performance to the baselines. See Appendix E.6
for details.



Arabic Greek Hindi
Approach NLI SUM SPAN NLI SUM SPAN NLI SUM SPAN

Source .39 17.1 .20 .37 36.1 .12 .34 38.4 .45
LAPT .34 15.3 .15 .39 25.3 .13 .31 38.6 .50

+ Random .36 13.6 .13 .35 20.7 .13 .33 33.8 .34

+ Mean .33 14.4 .14 .31 23.2 .12 .34 34.4 .37
+ Align .33 14.7 .14 .30 23.3 .15 .34 35.1 .37

Speedup [%] 46.0 44.8 43.5 57.2 57.3 56.4 56.0 59.1 55.1

Table 2: Zero-shot performance and inference speedup
using 30K sentences with Mistral-7B as Source. Bold
indicates comparable or better results than Random.
Darker blue and red indicate higher positive and neg-
ative relative performance change over Source.

performing 21% better for NLI, 20% better for
SUM, and 64% better for SPAN on average across
languages. Nonetheless, the adapted models with
Mean or Align outperform Random in the ma-
jority of the cases, especially in the two gener-
ative tasks: SUM and SPAN. Furthermore, they
demonstrate better downstream performance than
their LLaMA2-7B counterparts in 14 out of 18
cases across languages and tasks with compara-
ble speedups for Arabic and Greek and better for
Hindi. These results suggest that adapted models
can successfully benefit from the multilingual ca-
pabilities of the base model. Even though there is
still a large performance gap to Source in Mistral-
7B, this could presumably narrow with larger |D|
as in LLaMA2-7B (Table 7 in Appendix E.2).

7 Discussion and Future Work

Implications of Low-resource Settings. As we
have observed in §5.2 and §6, not all embed-
ding initialization methods work well under low-
resource settings, as opposed to the high-resource
settings that are common in existing studies (Cui
et al., 2023; Balachandran, 2023; Larcher et al.,
2023). Although random embedding initialization
has been popular for adaptation, it requires ex-
ploring an optimal parameter space from scratch.
Therefore, it ends up performing poorly under
low-resource settings. Approaches like FOCUS
take advantage of pre-trained vector representa-
tions, enabling sample-efficient adaptation. How-
ever, they also fail to perform well if there is
no access to enough resources to build semanti-
cally rich pre-trained representations. Heuristics-
based initialization, not relying on external data,
works better than existing popular methods in low-
resource settings. Nonetheless, future work can

explore a different aspect like the efficacy of syn-
thetic and artificial data against cross-lingual trans-
fer of LLMs for extremely low-resource languages
as has been explored for pre-training (Ri and Tsu-
ruoka, 2022).

Additional Recommendations. In addition to
the recommendations in §6.1 and §6.2, we also
need to pay attention to (i) target language overlap
with pre-training data, (ii) language script, and (iii)
target task. As observed in §5.1, both (i) and (ii)
greatly affect inference speedups. While (i) nega-
tively affects downstream performance, (ii) seems
to have less of an impact on it, as in Swahili (§5.2).
Finally, the type of target task (iii) should be taken
into account to choose a suitable |Vnew| and |D|.
Long text generation like SUM seems to require
more |D| and/or smaller |Vnew| for adapted mod-
els to reach competitive performance to baselines
without vocabulary expansion than SPAN.

Remaining Challenges. There are several re-
maining challenges to be tackled in future. For
instance, although adapted Mistral-7B models us-
ing heuristics-based initialization generally per-
form better than LLaMA2-7B and Random, they
are mostly not competitive to the baselines without
vocabulary expansion. This implies that different
base models could have different requirements of
|D| and |Vnew|. Furthermore, as observed in Hindi
SPAN, there may be a more task- and language-
specific phenomenon that negatively affects vo-
cabulary expansion-based adaptation of generative
LLMs. The identification and mitigation of this
phenomenon are beyond the scope of this paper
and will be the subject of future work.

8 Conclusion

We investigated the efficacy of vocabulary
expansion-based adaptation of generative LLMs
under low-resource settings and explored sample-
efficient adaptation strategies, targeting initializa-
tion methods, target vocabulary and adaptation
sample sizes. Our extensive experiments in seven
diverse languages demonstrated the effectiveness
of heuristics-based initialization methods such as
Mean and Align over commonly used Random
in terms of downstream performance and robust-
ness to changes in target vocabulary and adapta-
tion data sizes. They are also on par or better than
Source and LAPT in the near majority of the cases,
while Random fails to surpass the two baselines.



Limitations

Tokenizer. Heuristic-based expansion with
Merge assumes the use of a BPE-based tokenizer
which is a common choice in recent LLMs, e.g.
LLaMA2, Mistral, inter alia. Experimenting with
other tokenizers, such as Unigram (Kudo, 2018),
is beyond the scope of this paper.

Languages. Our work covers seven linguisti-
cally diverse languages, i.e. Arabic, German,
Greek, Hindi, Japanese, Swahili, and Thai, follow-
ing previous work on CVA that has also tested a
similar number of languages. For instance, Tran
(2019) tested six languages, and Minixhofer et al.
(2022) tested eight languages. Experimenting with
more languages is an interesting avenue for future
work but out of the scope of this paper given our
limited computing capacity.

Model Size. Our experiments consider LLMs of
7B parameters. Note that inference efficiency mea-
sured by the average number of prompt tokens is
not affected by the model size. Investigating the
performance of vocabulary expansion with larger
models would be valuable in future studies. Lim-
ited access to computational resources did not al-
low us to experiment with larger LLMs.
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Hyperparameters Values

Batch size 8
Maximum number of training epochs 2
Adam ϵ 1e-8
Adam β1 0.9
Adam β2 0.999
Sequence length 2,048
Learning rate 1e-4
Learning rate scheduler cosine
Warmup steps 100
Weight decay 0.01
Attention dropout 0.0
Dropout 0.05
LoRA rank r 8
LoRA dropout 0.05
LoRA α 32
Training precision FP16
Model quantization int 8

Table 3: Hyperparameters for LAPT.

Parameters Values

Maximum prompt length 4,096
Temperature 0.8
Repetition penalty 1.1
Top k 40
Top p 0.9
Beam width 5
Sampling True
Early stopping True

1 for NLI
Maximum number of generated tokens 128 for SUM

8 for SPAN

Table 4: Parameters for generation.

Appendix

A Pseudo-code for Merge Rule-based
Initialization

Algorithm 1 describes the pseudo-code of vocabu-
lary initialization using merge rules.

B Prompt Templates

Table 5 shows the prompt templates used in our
evaluation.

C Implementation Details

C.1 Language Adaptive Pre-training
Table 3 lists the hyperparameters in LAPT.

C.2 Evaluation
NLI. Following Cui et al. (2023) and the LightE-
val implementation, we pick up a token with the
maximum log-likelihood among candidate label
words to compute accuracy in NLI.

SUM. To compute ROUGE-L, we use
SumEval11 for Japanese. For the rest of the
languages, we split sentences with an mT5 (Xue
et al., 2021) tokenizer as preprocessing following
Maynez et al. (2023) and subsequently call
rouge_scorer12 to compute the metric.

Hyperparameters. Table 4 lists the parameters
used during evaluation. To make a fair compar-
ison, we do not conduct any generation parame-
ter tuning and use the same ones across all ap-
proaches. For SUM, we truncate an article when-
ever it exceeds the maximum prompt length of
4,096 to avoid the CUDA out-of-memory error.

C.3 Libraries and Hardware

We train tokenizers using SentencePiece (Kudo
and Richardson, 2018) and convert them into the
Hugging Face Tokenizers (Moi and Patry, 2023)
format. We implement our models using Py-
Torch (Paszke et al., 2019), Hugging Face Trans-
formers (Wolf et al., 2020) and PEFT (Mangrulkar
et al., 2022). We preprocess datasets with Hugging
Face Datasets (Lhoest et al., 2021). For evaluation,
we use Hugging Face LightEval13. We use a single
NVIDIA A100 (80GB) for all experiments.

C.4 Code

Our code is available on GitHub: https://gith
ub.com/gucci-j/lowres-cva. We will make
our models publicly available on Hugging Face
Hub.

D Licenses

This study uses various publicly available models
and datasets with different licenses, as detailed be-
low, all of which permit their use for academic re-
search.

D.1 Models

LLaMA2-7B is licensed under the LLaMA 2 Com-
munity License Agreement.14 Mistral-7B is li-
censed under the Apache-2.0 License.

11https://github.com/chakki-works/sumeval
12https://github.com/google-research/google-r

esearch/tree/master/rouge
13https://github.com/huggingface/lighteval
14https://ai.meta.com/llama/license/

https://github.com/gucci-j/lowres-cva
https://github.com/gucci-j/lowres-cva
https://github.com/chakki-works/sumeval
https://github.com/google-research/google-research/tree/master/rouge
https://github.com/google-research/google-research/tree/master/rouge
https://github.com/huggingface/lighteval
https://ai.meta.com/llama/license/
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Figure 4: Relative inference speedup ratio to the
LLaMA2 tokenizer for each task and language when
adding 100 new target tokens.

Score Source LAPT Random FOCUS Mean Merge Align

F1 = 1.0 10 16 5 7 6 6 6
0.9 ≤ F1 < 1.0 5 17 7 8 6 10 6
0.8 ≤ F1 < 0.9 20 59 40 34 35 42 44
0.7 ≤ F1 < 0.8 15 26 14 9 10 10 12
0.6 ≤ F1 < 0.7 42 46 16 25 19 14 13
0.5 ≤ F1 < 0.6 28 37 32 29 38 36 24
0.4 ≤ F1 < 0.5 47 69 41 42 43 53 48
0.3 ≤ F1 < 0.4 85 57 74 74 69 62 62
0.2 ≤ F1 < 0.3 89 67 106 116 98 113 97
0.1 ≤ F1 < 0.2 88 67 107 95 108 96 114
0.0 < F1 < 0.1 12 7 22 20 17 19 28
F1 = 0.0 59 32 36 41 51 39 46

Table 6: F1 score breakdowns in zero-shot Hindi SPAN.
The baselines without vocabulary expansion are in
grey . Bold indicates the largest number of samples

among approaches in the same score range.

D.2 Datasets

XNLI is distributed under CC BY-NC 4.0. JNLI,
XQuAD, and JSQuAD are distributed under CC
BY-SA 4.0. KenSwQuAD is licensed under CC0 –
no rights reserved. XL-Sum is licensed under CC
BY-NC-SA 4.0, while MLSUM is distributed un-
der an MIT license. GreekSUM is not made pub-
lic, but the official script for reproduction is avail-
able on GitHub: https://github.com/iakovos
evdaimon/GreekSUM.

E Results

E.1 Inference Speedup

Figure 4 shows the relative speedups to the base
LLaMA2 tokenizer for each task and language.

E.2 Results in High-resource Settings

Table 7 shows the zero-shot performance of
all models with in-language prompting in high-

Source LAPT Random FOCUS Mean Merge Align
Approach

0.0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1.0

F1

Figure 5: F1 score distributions of all approaches in
zero-shot Hindi SPAN.

resource settings.

E.3 Few-shot Results

Table 8 shows the few-shot performance of all
models with in-language prompting. We use five
demonstrations for NLI and three for SPAN to
avoid CUDA out-of-memory error. Note that due
to the computational constraints, we do not con-
duct few-shot experiments on SUM.

E.4 Further Analysis for Hindi SPAN

Figure 5 shows F1 score distributions of all ap-
proaches in zero-shot Hindi SPAN. Table 6 lists the
corresponding score breakdowns per score range.
We observe from Figure 5 that the model adapted
with LAPT shows a substantially large third quar-
tile of 0.67, suggesting that it successfully gen-
erates more accurate spans than any other ap-
proaches. Table 6 also supports this trend, show-
ing that LAPT consistently achieves the largest
number of samples for the ranges above F1 ≥ 0.6.
Moreover, LAPT generates a far smaller number
of mismatched spans (i.e. F1 ≤ 0.1) than other
approaches. These trends must have led to huge
performance gaps between LAPT and others.

E.5 Size of New Target Tokens

Figure 8 shows the performance change in zero-
shot SPAN with respect to different |Vnew| along
with the corresponding inference speedups in high-
resource settings. In high-resource settings, Mean
and Align tend to exhibit better or the same task
performance with larger |Vnew|, especially in Ara-
bic and Hindi. Random still generally shows the
worst performance across languages, except for
Hindi with |Vnew| ≤ 100.

https://github.com/iakovosevdaimon/GreekSUM
https://github.com/iakovosevdaimon/GreekSUM
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Figure 6: Performance change in zero-shot NLI with respect to the number of new target tokens, along with
the corresponding inference speedups. Red and grey dotted lines denote the performances of Source and LAPT,
respectively.
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Figure 7: Performance change in zero-shot SUM with respect to the number of new target tokens, along with
the corresponding inference speedups. Red and grey dotted lines denote the performances of Source and LAPT,
respectively.

Figures 6 and 7 show the performance change
in zero-shot NLI and SUM with respect to differ-
ent |Vnew| along with the corresponding inference
speedups in both low- and high-resource settings.
For NLI, we generally see no consistent pattern
in Arabic, except for Align in high-resource set-
tings, where performance improves as we increase
|Vnew|. Greek shows almost no change in perfor-
mance across different |Vnew|. Increasing |Vnew|
often leads to performance degradation in Hindi
both in low- and high-resource settings.

For SUM, we often observe that the larger |Vnew|,
the worse the performance both in low- and high-
resource settings, except for Random for Hindi
in low-resource settings. This is different from
SPAN as we do not observe negative performance
changes across different |Vnew| in high-resource
settings. These results can be related to our hy-
pothesis in §5.2 that long text generation like SUM

requires more adaptation data to perform well, sug-

gesting that even |D| for our high-resource settings
might not be enough to accommodate large |Vnew|.

E.6 Adaptation Samples
Figures 9 and 10 show the performance change in
zero-shot NLI and SUM with respect to |D|. For
NLI, we generally see no consistent pattern across
languages and approaches, except for LAPT for
Hindi, where performance tends to improve as we
increase |D|. For SUM, we observe similar trends
to SPAN in that Random tends to exhibit worse
sample efficiency than Mean and Align, except
for Greek, where Align and Random perform sim-
ilarly to each other. However, they seem to re-
quire more D in SUM to achieve comparable per-
formances to Source and LAPT than in SPAN. For
instance, all approaches require around |D| = 217

to approach Source in Arabic, which is 16 times
more D than what is required for Mean and Align
to achieve competitive performance with Source
in SPAN.
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Algorithm 1: Merge Rule-based Initialization
Data: Vs, Vt, Vnew, Merge rules of Vt: Merges, Embeddings ofMt: E
Result: Updated E
/* Identify any merge rule in Tt whose resulting token is in Vnew */

1 Mergesnew ← List[ ];
2 for m ∈Merges do
3 t1, t2 ← m.split(“ ”);
4 t← t1 + t2;
5 if t ∈ Vnew then
6 AddToMergesnew(m);
7 end
8 end
/* Generate a mapping from a new token to source subtokens using Mergesnew */

9 Maps← Dict[t ∈ Vnew,List[ ]];
10 while |Mergesnew| ̸= 0 do
11 UnmapMerges← List[ ];
12 for m ∈Mergesnew do
13 t1, t2 ← m.split(“ ”);
14 t← t1 + t2;
15 if t1 ∈ Vs ∩ t2 ∈ Vs then
16 AddToMaps[t]([t1, t2]);
17 else if t1 ∈ Vnew ∩ t2 ∈ Vs then
18 if Maps[t1] ̸= List[ ] then
19 AddToMaps[t]([Maps[t1], t2])
20 else
21 AddToUnmapMerges(m)
22 end
23 else if t1 ∈ Vs ∩ t2 ∈ Vnew then
24 if Maps[t2] ̸= List[ ] then
25 AddToMaps[t]([t1,Maps[t2]])
26 else
27 AddToUnmapMerges(m)
28 end
29 else
30 if Maps[t1] ̸= List[ ] ∩Maps[t2] ̸= List[ ] then
31 AddToMaps[t]([Maps[t1],Maps[t2]])
32 else
33 AddToUnmapMerges(m)
34 end
35 end
36 end
37 if |UnmapMerges| = 0 then
38 break;
39 end
40 Mergesnew ← UnmapMerges;
41 end

/* Obtain vector representation for each new token using Maps */
42 for t ∈ Vnew do
43 E[t]← ComputeHierarchicalMean(E[Maps[t]]);
44 end



Task Language Template

NLI

English {premise} Question: {hypothesis} True, False, or Neither? Answer:
Arabic {premise} :سؤال {hypothesis} صحيح ، خطأ أو لا هذا ولا ذاك؟ :إجابة
German {premise} Frage: {hypothesis} Wahr, Falsch oder Weder? Antwort:
Greek {premise} Ερώτηση: {hypothesis} Αληθές, Ψευδές, ή Κανένα από τα δύο;

Απάντηση:
Hindi {premise} प्रश्न: {hypothesis} सही, ना तो सही ना गलत, गलत? उत्तर:
Japanese {premise}質問: {hypothesis}真、偽、どちらでもない？答え:
Swahili {premise} Swali: {hypothesis} Kweli, Uongo au Wala? Jibu:
Thai {premise} คําถาม: {hypothesis} จรงิ, เท็จ, ไม่แน่ใจ? คําตอบ:

SUM

English Write a short summary of the following text in {language}. Article: {text} Sum-
mary:

Arabic اكتب ملخصًا للنصقصيرًا التالي باللغة العربية. :المقالة {text} :الملخص
German Schreiben Sie eine kurze Zusammenfassung des folgenden Textes auf Deutsch.

Artikel: {text} Zusammenfassung:
Greek Γράψε μια σύντομη περίληψη του παρακάτω κειμένου στα ελληνικά.

Άρθρο: {text} Περίληψη:
Hindi िनम्निलिखत का संके्षप िंहदी में िलखे। लेख: {text} संके्षप:
Japanese 次の文章の要約を日本語で書きなさい。記事: {text}要約:
Swahili Andika muhtasari mfupi wa maandishi yafuatayo kwa Kiswahili. Makala: {text}

Muhtasari:
Thai เขียนสรุปสัน้ ๆ ของข้อความต่อไปน้ีเป็นภาษาไทย บทความ: {text} สรุป:

SPAN

English Answer the following question. Context: {context} Question: {question} Answer:
Arabic أجب على السؤال التالي. :سياق {context} :السؤال {question} :الإجابة
German Beantworten Sie die folgende Frage. Artikel: {context} Frage: {question}

Antwort:
Greek Απάντησε στην παρακάτω ερώτηση. Κείμενο: {context} Ερώτηση: {ques-

tion} Απάντηση:
Hindi इस प्रश्न का उत्तर दें । संदभर्: {context} प्रश्न: {question} उत्तर:
Japanese 次の文章の質問に答えなさい。文章: {context}質問: {question}答え:
Swahili Jibu swali lifuatalo. Makala: {context} Swali: {question} Jibu:
Thai ตอบคําถามอนัต่อไปน้ี บทความ: {context} คําถาม: {question} คําตอบ:

Table 5: Prompt template for each task and language.

Arabic German Greek Hindi Japanese Swahili Thai Average
Afro–Asiatic Indo-European Indo-European Indo-European Japonic Niger–Congo Kra–Dai

Model NLI SUM SPAN NLI SUM SPAN NLI SUM SPAN NLI SUM SPAN NLI SUM SPAN NLI SUM SPAN NLI SUM SPAN NLI SUM SPAN

Source .30 15.7 .08 .37 22.4 .30 .30 23.8 .06 .31 36.7 .33 .17 23.9 .58 .34 24.7 .02 .36 20.6 .28 .31 24.0 .24
LAPT .35 15.8 .13 .36 20.5 .30 .32 23.8 .10 .32 37.2 .44 .19 24.7 .58 .34 27.9 .11 .36 21.6 .38 .32 24.5 .29
+ Random .33 16.0 .13 .36 20.4 .27 .34 22.2 .13 .32 34.5 .33 .23 25.8 .57 .33 26.8 .12 .36 21.0 .36 .32 23.8 .27
+ FOCUS .32 16.1 .14 .35 21.4 .29 .34 22.3 .12 .34 33.2 .33 .22 25.4 .56 .31 27.3 .12 .37 21.6 .35 .32 23.9 .27
+ Mean .32 16.3 .14 .35 21.8 .28 .33 23.2 .13 .35 37.5 .32 .24 24.8 .59 .34 27.2 .12 .38 21.9 .39 .33 24.7 .28
+ Merge .36 16.8 .14 .35 21.6 .28 .33 22.5 .14 .38 34.3 .35 .22 24.8 .54 .33 27.2 .10 .37 21.3 .37 .33 24.1 .28
+ Align .31 16.2 .14 .35 21.0 .28 .31 23.4 .14 .35 35.0 .34 .31 25.0 .58 .33 26.9 .13 .37 21.7 .37 .33 24.2 .28

Table 7: Zero-shot performance in high-resource settings on 500 randomly selected test samples for each dataset
using LLaMA2-7B as source. The baselines without vocabulary expansion are in grey . Bold indicates compara-
ble or better results than Random. Underlined indicates comparable or better results than FOCUS. Darker blue and
red shades indicate higher positive and negative relative performance change over Source per language and task,
respectively.



Arabic German Greek Hindi Japanese Swahili Thai Average
Afro–Asiatic Indo-European Indo-European Indo-European Japonic Niger–Congo Kra–Dai

Approach NLI SPAN NLI SPAN NLI SPAN NLI SPAN NLI SPAN NLI SPAN NLI SPAN NLI SPAN

Source .37 .15 .34 .24 .34 .12 .34 .35 .15 .54 .33 .02 .36 .30 .32 .25

High-resource (220 ∼ 1M sentences)
LAPT .34 .23 .36 .25 .37 .13 .33 .36 .21 .69 .34 .05 .36 .34 .33 .29
+ Random .34 .15 .38 .25 .40 .17 .34 .35 .17 .68 .35 .06 .34 .40 .33 .30
+ FOCUS .35 .16 .38 .30 .37 .19 .34 .34 .20 .69 .33 .06 .37 .37 .33 .30

+ Mean .34 .16 .37 .25 .36 .19 .39 .34 .22 .71 .35 .07 .34 .41 .34 .31
+ Merge .34 .15 .37 .25 .39 .20 .40 .35 .15 .69 .33 .06 .33 .38 .33 .30
+ Align .41 .14 .38 .24 .35 .20 .38 .34 .33 .68 .33 .06 .39 .39 .37 .29

Low-resource (215 ∼ 30K sentences)
LAPT .36 .18 .42 .25 .34 .13 .36 .35 .15 .66 .33 .01 .36 .29 .33 .27
+ Random .30 .08 .38 .26 .34 .06 .34 .22 .15 .62 .34 .02 .35 .23 .31 .21
+ FOCUS .32 .09 .36 .28 .34 .15 .34 .21 .19 .60 .34 .04 .30 .22 .31 .23

+ Mean .35 .14 .37 .27 .34 .17 .34 .31 .15 .64 .32 .03 .33 .32 .31 .27
+ Merge .30 .12 .38 .26 .34 .16 .34 .29 .15 .65 .33 .02 .36 .31 .31 .26
+ Align .35 .13 .37 .28 .34 .16 .34 .30 .15 .65 .34 .04 .32 .31 .32 .27

Table 8: Few-shot performance with in-language prompting on 500 randomly selected test samples for each dataset
using LLaMA2-7B as source. The baselines without vocabulary expansion are in grey . Bold indicates compara-
ble or better results than Random. Underlined indicates comparable or better results than FOCUS. Darker blue and
red shades indicate higher positive and negative relative performance change over Source per language and task,
respectively.
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